
 

 
 
Hi <Manager’s Name>, 
 
I would like to attend DynamicsCon LIVE, a community conference hosted by Dynamics User 
Group (DUG). This event will help me gain efficiencies and a deeper understanding of the 
products and tools we are currently using/may consider implementing down the road. DUG has 
a fun superhero conference theme, and put together the event details below to share with you: 
 
September 14-16, 2022 in San Antonio, TX. The world has seen a resurgence of in-person 
learning events and the formidable team at DUG has sounded the call and asked for all the 
Dynamics 365, Dynamics GP, and Power Platform superheroes worldwide to join forces at 
DynamicsCon LIVE to engage in networking, educational sessions, and partner/ISV showcases. 
 
$500 Ticket includes access to over 50 sessions, breakfast, lunch, and 2 evening social 

receptions | $219/night + room tax 
 
This conference is 2.5 days of focused training and access to veteran superheroes in all areas 
of Dynamics 365 like: The Furious F&O Squad, The Behemoths of BC, The Power Alliance, The 
GP Defenders, and The Assemblage of CE Centurions. These titans of D365 will come to the 
rescue outside of the classroom to help answer questions and network one-on-one in every 
nook, cranny, or phone booth available for conversation. 
 
Microsoft, along with its team of gold partners and ISVs will be on hand to forge new paths for 
all product users. These dedicated community members will help identify weak points and 
technological kryptonite while making D365, GP, and Power Platform a stronger and more 
resilient software for all user-kind!  

 
Five hundred superheroes, convened in one place, spanning each of the 
five areas of D365, GP, and Power on hand to discuss how we can rid the 
business world of software villains. Each track will have 13 sessions brimming 
with relevant information. Strategize on how to attack MRP and scourge of 
Supply Chain. Imagine all of this in one location saving our company 
countless hours of effort. The cost to send one superhero is well worth the 
engagement with community.  

 
Whether I fly, swim, take a road trip in the Dynamics Super-mobile, or ride solo on the Power 
Cycle, please consider allowing me to attend DynamicsCon LIVE, the fate of our business may 
just depend on it! 
 
Tickets are selling quickly, and I would like to secure my place before the event is sold out. 
 
Thank you for your support and consideration. 
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